Clusters of planar-aligned short-pitch cholesteric liquid crystal spheres generate dynamic colourful patterns due to multiple selective reflections from the radially oriented cholesteric helices in neighbour shells at varying distances. These photonic communication patterns were widely investigated for the cases of both droplets and shells, demonstrating not only intriguing optical phenomena but also potential for applications as new optical elements for photonics, sensing or security pattern generation. However, the optics of these clusters is truly complex and until now only the strongest and most fundamental reflections have been analysed and explained. In this report, we elucidate the origin of a number of more subtle reflections and we explain the extension in space of various spots as well as their internal colour variations.
Introduction
Due to the helically periodic arrangement of the director, cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs) have special optical properties [1] . When the wavelength of the incident light is much smaller than the pitch of the CLC helix, the plane of linearly polarised light follows the helical twist and CLCs work as a polarisation waveguide. When the incident light wavelength is comparable to the pitch, CLCs work as photonic band gap materials and selective reflection of elliptically polarised light with the same handedness as the helix happens around a central wavelength
(Bragg's law). Here, n Ch is the average refractive index of the cholesteric, p is the helix pitch and θ is the angle of incidence. For θ ¼ 0 we have normal incidence, along the helix, and the ellipticity of the reflected polarisation is 1, i.e. the cholesteric reflects circularly polarised light. The width of the reflection band, the band gap, is (measured in air) Δλ ¼ Δnp, where Δn is the birefringence the cholesteric would have if the helix were unwound. If the pitch, p, is on the order of visible light wavelengths, the selective reflection gives these short-pitch CLCs striking iridescent colours.
While liquid crystals were studied in spherical shape very soon after their discovery [2] , with a number of seminal works published also in the 1970s-1990s [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , not least in connection to polymer-dispersed liquid crystals [11] , the success of liquid crystals in the flat panel display industry has for a quite long time set a paradigm in which liquid crystals are studied primarily in a flat sample geometry. This is today changing and curved geometries like droplets, cylinders or shells are now drawing more attention [12, 13] (and references therein), due to the many interesting effects arising from confinement within one (droplet) or two (shell) self-closing surfaces. Among the issues that have attracted the largest attention is the topological defects that must appear at the surface or in the bulk of spherical samples of nematic and smectic liquid crystals [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . While liquid crystal droplets must have at least one topological defect within the droplet, on the surface and/or in the bulk, shells (containing an immiscible isotropic droplet as core) must contain topological defects in case of planar alignment on at least one of their surfaces (inner and outer), while homeotropic shells (i.e. with radial director) are defect-free, the topologically required bulk defect being a 'virtual' defect residing in the isotropic core.
In this paper, we focus on shells of cholesteric liquid crystals with a helix pitch that is so short that the helix becomes the optic axis and that we see only the effects of selective reflection in polarising microscopy, not the regular birefringence effect of non-helical nematics or smectics. Specifically, we focus on planar-aligned shells, which means that the helix orientation is radial and thus defect-free. The director field must still exhibit topological defects, due to the planar alignment, but since the optical properties are dominated by the selective reflection from the short-pitch cholesteric helix we see little or no effect of these defects. While there may be some effect, such as a reduction in reflection intensity in the vicinity of the defects, the influence of the topological defects on the optical properties discussed in this paper is so small that it could not be detected experimentally.
We found that arrays of monodisperse short-pitch CLC droplets with planar alignment at the outer surface exhibit an intriguing capacity for photonic crosscommunication, giving rise to colourful geometric patterns that depend sensitively on the CLC pitch, droplet arrangement and the illuminated area [24, 25] . The phenomenon results from a combination of the omnidirectional selective reflection of CLC droplets -which thus act as spherically symmetric self-assembled photonic crystals -and total internal reflection (TIR) at the interface between the continuous phase (typically aqueous) and air. Since the location of the CLC selective reflection band, λ c , can be varied continuously by changing the amount of chiral material in the CLC, the colours of the reflection pattern can be tuned at will. By using photosensitive materials, such tuning can even be accomplished dynamically, after droplet production by exposing them to UV light, as demonstrated by the Li [26] and Katsonis [27] groups. Recently we demonstrated that the most distinct pattern is achieved by using CLC shells rather than droplets, since the reflections are then localised mainly to the surface [28] . The shell geometry also has the advantage that polymer stabilisation of the CLC works very well, making the spheres mechanically robust with minimum negative effect on the optical properties. Another possibility of ensuring robustness is to encapsulate a CLC droplet inside a transparent elastomer shell [29, 30] .
Since the reflection is selective not only in wavelength but also in polarisation, the communication patterns can be turned on or off by changing the handedness of the illuminating light. By combining CLCs with right-and left-handed helices in one and the same sample, it is even possible to hide only a fraction of the reflection pattern in this way [27] . In an elegant study, the Kim group combined a temperature-responsive CLC droplet with a surrounding shell of polymer-stabilised CLC, the two CLCs having opposite handedness [31] . This allowed them to induce a very rich set of communication patterns by changing, on the one hand, the light polarisation, turning on the droplet, shell, or both reflection patterns. On the other hand, they could change the temperature, thereby dynamically changing the pitch of the inner CLC and thereby its reflection colour.
The unusual optical properties of CLC sphere arrays could be the basis for many potential applications. We presented arguments for the use in security of CLC shell arrays, applying them as so-called Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) tags for authenticating objects and persons via their unique optical patterns [28] . This potential is vast thanks to the many new communication channels that can be opened by combining shells with different CLC pitch in one and the same sample. The unclonability of the patterns can be further enhanced by utilising also the appearance in transmission, since the remarkable optical properties of CLC shells are not limited to reflection [32] . The Park group has demonstrated numerous ways of applying CLC droplets and shells in sensing [33] [34] [35] . The Musevic and Uchida groups have demonstrated omnidirectional lasing from CLC droplets [36] and shells [37] , respectively.
Despite this rich body of literature on the investigation of CLC sphere arrangements (the above selection is not exhaustive) many subtle features of the communication patterns remain unexplained. There are in fact many less prominent reflection spots that have not yet been analysed, and even among the spots which have received their fundamental explanation, questions such as the size of the spot and the internal colour variations to be expected have not been addressed. In this paper, we take up these loose ends, complementing experimental observations with numerical simulations. This allows us to provide quantitative details to the spot types discussed so far. In addition, we also identify a number of new spot types, giving a rudimentary analysis based on experimental details for some of them, and a complete explanation based on a three-dimensional beam path simulation for one of them. The latter turns out to involve communication between three shells before the beam is directed back to the observer.
Experimental

Materials
The cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) mixtures were prepared by adding the chiral dopant (R)-811 (Merck, Germany) to the commercial nematic mixture RO-TN 615 (Roche, Switzerland). The cholesteric pitch in our study was tuned by changing the concentration of (R)-811 between 20 and 28 wt.%. In that range, we could obtain infrared to yellow-green light in normal incidence selective reflection (the pitch becomes shorter with increasing concentration of (R)-811). For ensuring planar alignment at interfaces in a shell, a mixture of water and glycerol (Sigma-Aldrich) was used for the inner and outer phases in 80/20 volume ratio. Additionally, in order to prevent collapsing of as well as coalescence between shells, we dissolved 10 wt.% of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, M w ¼ 13; 000 À 23; 000 g mol -1 , 88-89% hydrolysed, Sigma-Aldrich) in the aqueous phases.
Shell production and characterisation
Shells were produced in nested glass capillary microfluidic devices following the basic scheme of Utada et al. [38] . Cylindrical glass capillaries were tapered using a micropipette puller (P-100, Sutter instrument, USA), and we cut the orifice to a desired diameter using a microforge (MF-900, Narishige, Japan). One tapered cylindrical capillary was used as injection tube for the inner aqueous phase and the other tapered capillary was used as a collection tube. The two tapered cylindrical capillaries were inserted into a square capillary, having the inner side length matched to the outer diameter of the cylindrical capillaries ( Figure 1 ). The outer surface of the injection capillary and the inner surface of the collection capillary were treated using octadecyl trichlorosilane (Sigma-Aldrich) and 3-[methoxy (polyethyleneoxy) propyl] trimethoxysilane (90%, 6-9 PE units) (ABCR GmbH), respectively, to ensure hydrophobic and hydrophilic characteristics, respectively. The outer square capillary was left untreated.
The shell production was done by pumping the three fluids with flow rate dynamically controlled by a fourchannel microfluidic control unit (Fluigent, France), the CLC being the middle fluid, pumped from one side of the square capillary, meeting the outer fluid aqueous phase flowing in the opposite direction in the same square capillary, see Figure 1 . The inner droplet of each shell was injected by pumping the inner aqueous phase into the CLC flow using the injection capillary. After the complex flow breaks off due to the Rayleigh-Plateau instability, the resulting multiple emulsion is collected through the collection tube. The whole process was recorded using a highspeed camera (NX4-S3, Integrated Design Tools, Inc., USA), mounted on an inverted optical microscope (Eclipse TS100, Nikon, Japan). The microfluidic set-up was placed on a heating stage to keep the cholesteric mixture isotropic during the shell production. The shells were investigated in a polarising microscope (Olympus BX51, Japan), together with a digital camera (Olympus DP73, Japan).
Results and discussion
Polarising microscopy investigation
We studied a set of hexagonally close-packed identical shells (within experimental accuracy concerning shell diameter and thickness) in reflection polarising microscopy, monitoring the changes in communication pattern as a function of the opening of the field aperture, thus with varying fraction of the sample being illuminated, see Figure 2 . A low-magnification transmission polarising microscopy photograph of shells in the same hexagonal close-packed arrangement is shown in pane (a), where we have also identified with dashed rings the centres of the nearest neighbour (nn), next nearest neighbour (nnn), next next nearest neighbour (nnnn) and next next next nearest neighbour shells (nnnnn), with respect to the central shell, which is labelled A. For later convenience, we also introduce a specific labelling of the nn shells, giving them identifiers from B 1 to B 6 .
The photographs in the left column of the subsequent rows are the original camera images as the field aperture is opened stepwise, whereas the right column contains the same photographs digitally enhanced to reveal also very weak communication spots. This enhancement also makes it easy to see the boundaries of the illuminated area, which is essentially the central shell (A) in panes c-d, covering more and more of the nn shells from e-f to g-h, until in i-j almost the whole imaged area is illuminated. As a guide for the eye the estimated shell boundaries are also indicated in the right column. When imaging the shells in reflection, with a focus setting that maximises spot sharpness, the shells appear somewhat smaller than they are.
In the left column we have highlighted representative examples of the three most important reflection spots, which were all given their basic explanations in [24] . We show simple schematics of the corresponding reflection paths in pane (b). Spot i corresponds to direct reflection of the incident light back to the camera. This normal incidence reflection involves no communication between spheres and the colour reflects the pitch of the CLC helix, since θ 1 % 0. Spots ii and iii correspond to communication between adjacent shells, direct (spot iii) and via a TIR event at the continuous phase surface (spot ii). In pane (c) all spots arise from illumination of the A shell. In pane (e), in contrast, the field aperture has been sufficiently opened to allow direct communication from the nn shells to A, and we thus see the corresponding spots iii 0 appearing in the A shell. In pane (g) the further opened field diaphragm allows also TIR-mediated communication from the nn shells to the central shell, and spots ii 0 are now recognised. In pane (i), we highlight the direct and TIR-mediated communication between nnn shells, the spots labelled iii 00 and ii 00 , respectively. The digital image enhancement applied to the images in the right column allow us to recognise several new types of communication spots, all highlighted and labelled in pane (d). The origin of spots of type iv will be analysed in full below, supported by simulations in Section 3.2.6, whereas the spots labelled with Greek letters from α to ζ will only be briefly discussed in terms of the empirical observations in Section 3.1.3, leaving their full analysis to a future study.
Empirical conclusions concerning spots of type ii and ii′
While spots of types i, ii and iii have been extensively discussed in previous works, here we emphasise one aspect of spots of the TIR-mediated spots of type ii and ii 0 that has not yet been analysed. This is the rainbow-like colour variation in the radial direction, best observed in Figure 2(g,i) . Closer to the centre, the ii and ii 0 spots are orange, whereas they approach green towards the perimeter. This cannot be explained using the basic analysis presented in [24] , but using simulations of the reflection pattern, and considering the spread in incidence angle that is due to the non-zero cone angle of the microscope, as well as the possibility of reflections below the shell surface, we will be able to explain these features in Section 3.2.4.
Empirical conclusions concerning spots of type iv
We note in Figure 2 (j) that the maximum number of type iv spots per shell is 12, seen in shell A when the illuminated area extends roughly one shell radius into the nn shells. Comparing with pane (d), where only the A shell is fully illuminated, and shells B 6 , B 1 and B 2 are partially illuminated, we see that no type iv spot is detectable in shell A whereas all B shells show at least two type iv spots each. This immediately tells us that the light of type iv spots originates from a different shell from that in which the spot is seen: the light hits shell A but the spots appear in the surrounding shells. However, if this were a regular two-shell communication, as for spots of type ii and iii, all type iv spots in all B shells should be present already in pane (d), since the A shell is fully illuminated. With some exceptions due to the slight asymmetry in illumination and varying distance between shells, only every second type iv spot is seen in the B shells of pane (d), as compared to pane (j) where each B shell shows four spots of type iv.
Specifically, each type iv spot furthest away from the A shell is visible in pane (d). (Note that these spots fall outside the image frame of Figure 2 for shells B 3 , B 4 , B 6 and B 1 .) In order for the second type iv spot to become visible in each shell B x , the illumination must reach the adjacent shell B xAE1 , as in panes (f) and (h). As the B shells become increasingly illuminated, the type iv spots eventually appear also in the A shell in pane (h).
This sequence of appearance of the type iv spots upon opening of the field aperture suggests that these spots arise from communication between three shells, e.g. from shell A to shell B 4 to shell B 5 for generating the encircled type iv spot in pane (d). Moreover, the blue colour of the spot, indicating a shorter wavelength than the direct communication type iii spots shows that the reflection angle must be greater than 45°, thus initially directed downwards below the horizontal plane. This more complex reflection path will be corroborated by simulations below, allowing us to fully visualise it.
3.1.3. Empirical conclusions concerning spots of type α to ζ A complete elucidation of all spots is beyond the scope of this paper, but we take the opportunity to identify six additional types of very weak spot, noting a few empirical observations that allow us to at least make some preliminary conclusions about their origin. We point out, however, that their complete explanation may require to take even more issues into account than what we are considering here, for instance lensing effects due to the curvature of the shells and the possibility of light entering also into the shell to varying extent, as well as non-selective reflections at the interfaces between different media. Upon large-area illumination (panes (h) and (j)), even more spots appear, hence even the identification in Figure 2(d) is not exhaustive.
Spots α and ε both appear in the central A shell while this shell is the only one illuminated, hence the beam paths of these spots must originate in the shell in which the spots are seen. However, they also show the hexagonal symmetry of the adjacent B shells (for the case of spots ε, this symmetry applies to pairs of spots), showing that the paths must also involve the neighbour shells. In other words, it appears that the light is reflected by the A shell, reflected onto nn shells, which then reflect the light back to the A shell, which then directs the light back to the observer. The colour of both spots is red, suggesting that all reflections occur at small incidence angle.
We also note that straight lines can be drawn from the centre of shell A to every β spot (orange) in an adjacent B shell, and these lines (drawn dotted blue in pane (d)) then pass through α spots, possibly indicating that they involve a common beam path. Likewise, every ε spot in the A shell is correlated with a corresponding γ spot in a B shell via a straight line from the centre of shell A, suggesting that this spot combination may constitute another joint communication path. In the direct vicinity of the γ spots (which appear somewhat more orange than the α and ε spots) we find greencoloured spots labelled δ. In shell B 2 these appear symmetrically on both sides of the γ spots, whereas in the other shells only one δ spot can be seen per γ spot. The symmetry may suggest that these spots, apparently corresponding to higher incidence angle as revealed by their green colour, are generated by reflections between more than two shells. The same can be said for the nn shell spots labelled ζ, which appear to have no corresponding spot in the A shell.
Simulations of beam paths
Preliminary observations
The following aspects (listed in the order from source properties to the final image) may influence the perceived colours and were considered in the analysis:
• Incident illumination: In the experiments the shells were illuminated by linearly polarised white light from an ordinary thermal light source. The axis of the illumination cone is perpendicular to the observation plane. We denote the angle of incidence with respect to the vertical direction in the lab plane by α. This angle is limited by the numerical aperture (NA) of the objective. The objective used in the experiments has an aperture NA ¼ 0:45. Since the liquid medium surrounding the shells has an average refractive index n iso % 1:5, the magnitude of the angle of incidence is limited to α j j < 9 .
• Bragg reflection: All discussed light rays have undergone at least one Bragg reflection from a helix with p n Ch % 700 nm, where p denotes the pitch of the helix. The central wavelength λ c of Bragg reflection (Equation (1)) decreases with increasing angle of incidence θ with respect to the axis of the helix.
• Bragg bandwidth: In the simulations, we varied the bandwidth of Bragg reflection (see Section 1) between 5 < Δλ < 60 nm. The upper limit is quite reasonable, as the birefringence of thermotropic nematics can easily be greater than Δn % 0:1 and the pitch in these cholesterics is on the order of p % 500 nm.
• Shell thickness: The shells have an outer radius R and an inner radius R À d, where d is the thickness of the shell. If a wavelength is not Braggreflected at the outer spherical surface of the shell, it may happen that it is Bragg-reflected within the shell, at a spherical surface of some smaller radius r with R À d r R.
• Imaging aperture: The imaging aperture of the microscope limits the range of angles β of the reflected rays that can reach the camera. In principle, this aperture limitation may not be the same as the limiting aperture of the incident light cone. It can, e.g. be independently controlled by an output aperture diaphragm. For simplicity, we assume in the simulations shown below that input and output aperture are identical.
• Colour representation: The emerging spectrum results from a convolution of the above-mentioned effects. Since the spectrum is not recorded by a spectral analyser but by a CCD camera, mapping a picture in RGB representation with device-dependent spectral response of the three colour filtering pixels, one has to be somewhat cautious about the interpretation of pictures like those shown in Figure 2 . In particular, this refers to the far red part of the spectrum where CCD cameras are practically insensitive to wavelength differences. Further issues, such as processing of the colour code at computer screens and/or print media are not further considered here. A rather simple colour model is used for the simulations, i.e. the colours shown in the simulation images below should only be considered a simple clue to the actual spectral distribution. The calculated wavelengths from the simulation should however have a reliability AE 1 nm for the simulation parameters used.
The shells are assumed to be in contact with each other and to arrange in planar close packing configuration. We analyse only those reflections in Figure 2 that are marked as type i, ii, iii and iv, all originating from light above the A shell. Spots ii 0 and iii 0 have identical origin to their unprimed versions, but they are due to illumination above one of the B-shells. Ignoring the weak α and ε spots, the only reflection seen in A when no neighbour shells are illuminated (Figure 2(c,d) ) is of type i.
In the following, we assume that the maximum magnitude possible for incident angle α is the same as the magnitude of the output angle β. For a first understanding of type i À iii reflections, it is sufficient to consider a two-dimensional simulation in a plane containing the surface normal and the connection line of shell A and one is its nearest neighbours. Type iv requires a full three-dimensional simulation.
Technical details of the simulations
In the simulations, carried out with the software Geogebra, incident white light rays, represented by black arrows in the following figures, are scanned over the surface at a fixed angle of incidence α in the range À 9 α þ9 set by the numerical aperture of the objective and the refractive index n iso of the embedding liquid medium. Only those ray paths are traced that match certain criteria. One of them is that angle β of the exit beam with respect to the normal of the surface should also be restricted to the range À 9 β þ9
. The definition of both angles can be gathered from Figure 3 .
At each Bragg reflection the wavelengths of the rays coming in and going out are compared. If the magnitude of the wavelength difference is larger than the Bragg reflection bandwidth, the ray paths are excluded. As colour model, we use HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value)-representation with a hue value linearly decreasing from 0.8 at 400 nm to 0 at 640 nm and 0 for wavelengths between 640 nm and 700 nm. All other rays are excluded.
Spots of type i: direct back reflection
Typical ray paths of type i back reflection is shown in Figure 4 . The wavelength spread of this central spot does not depend on the reflection radius r at all, but varies somewhat because the non-zero Bragg bandwidth permits rays within the cone angle α to contribute to reflection. Even if one takes α to be equal to the maximum aperture angle of 9°of the objective, then the wavelength still varies only between λ max ¼ n Ch p ¼ 700 AE 2:5 nm iii with expected colours emerging from the surface. The angle of incidence α is the angle with which the illuminating rays impinge on the continuous phase surface, with respect to the vertical surface normal, and the angle β is the corresponding angle of the rays that are reflected back to the microscope objective, defined with respect to the same vertical direction. One incident ray, corresponding to green direct communication of type iii, is drawn as a black arrow and several other possible reflections, corresponding to type i and type ii spots, are also shown. The Geogebra simulation can be accessed by the weblink https://ggbm.at/NceyNemH.
and λ min ¼ n Ch p cos 9 ¼ 691 AE 2:5 nm taking into account a small bandwidth of Δλ ¼ 5 nm. As discussed, the CCD camera represents all these colours uniformly by the same red colour. Assuming the observation plane to be at the surface plane, one obtains from Figure 2 (i,j) for the ratio of maximum extension of the central spot relative to the radius of the shells the value D=R % 0:38. This agrees well with the value D=R % 0:34 that can be found in the simulation for a limitation of the input/output angle of α j j ¼ β j j 9 ( Figure 4 ). The value corresponds exactly to the maximum angle that is possible in the medium for the given numerical aperture NA ¼ 0:45 of the objective and an average refractive index of 1.5. Therefore, this limit is used in all further simulations.
3.2.4. Spots of type ii and ii′: communication between two neighbours mediated by total internal reflection As explained in [24] , back reflection can also be mediated by TIR and this is what gives rise to spots ii and ii 0 in Figure 2 . We will now explain the slightly rainbow-coloured character of these spots as well as their non-negligible radial extension. Two possible approaches are shown in Figure 5 , taking the case of ii 0 spots, i.e. the light hits a B shell and is reflected onto the A shell via TIR between the shells. The left column (a-c) assumes reflections only at the outer surface, but the incidence angle may vary as much as allowed by the opening cone of the microscope. This can reproduce the radial extension (the reflected spot in (a) is the closest to the shell centre, that in (c) is the closest to the perimeter), and it also reproduces a colour variation, but it is in fact in the wrong direction: the spot the closest to the centre appears at shorter wavelength, that closer to the perimeter has a longer wavelength. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the microscopy data reveals the exact opposite colour variation.
To explain the rainbow-like character, with the right order of colour, we need to allow for varying incidence angle as well as reflections slightly below the surface, see Figure 5 (d-f). In this way we achieve TIR-reflection spots of type ii 0 that are not only extended in the radial direction, but they are also red-shifted towards the centre and blue-shifted towards the shell perimeter. This perfectly matches the observed microscopy textures in Figure 2(g,i) , hence we believe this is the explanation for the character of these spots.
Spots of type iii and iii′: direct communication between two neighbours
Two representative ray paths of a type iii 0 reflection are shown in Figure 6 , for two values of α. Following a greater set of simulations, we find that, depending on the angle of incidence, the colour of this spot type varies from blue (λ min ¼ 461 nm at α ¼ À9
) to green (λ max ¼ 533 nm at α ¼ þ9
). The closer the rays are towards the centre of shell A, the shorter is their wavelength. Overall, the spot merged from contributions of the whole range of α appears bluish-green, but somewhat more bluish towards the centre of shell A. The calculated relative width of the reflection is D=R % 0:16 as compared to the measured width D=R % 0:12. If the angle of incidence is fixed and the (black arrow in a) to À 9 (black arrow in c) with the reflected beams for all variations plotted simultaneously in all three panes. Measuring the diameter of the simulated spot in pane b (α ¼ 0 ) we find it to be about 0:17 Á 2R, where R is the outer radius of the shell, which matches the experimental data from Figure 2 quite well. The Geogebra simulation can be accessed by the weblink https://ggbm.at/NceyNemH. reflection radius r is varied, the colour practically does not vary, but covers a larger area on the observation surface.
3.2.6. Spots of type iv: three-shell communication The blue-coloured reflections of type iv always appear in pairs in between the reflections of type i À iii (see Figure 2) . We propose that they are due to three-shell communication paths as supported by a three-dimensional Geogebra simulation (Figure 7 ). In this particular simulation, the angle between the light path and the local axis of the cholesteric helix at each point of reflection varies between 48°and 54°which yields a relevant reflection band 414 nm<λ<472 nm. These data fit well with the observations seen in Figure 2 , hence they further substantiate the statement that type iv is the first example of a positively identified multiple-shell communication.
Conclusions
We have identified a much greater number of photonic communication spots in short-pitch cholesteric shells than were previously reported, and we have Figure 5 . (Colour online) Ray path simulations for a type ii 0 spot with the expected colour emerging from the surface. The left column assumes only surface reflection, but with incidence angle varying within the range allowed by the microscope illumination cone angle. While this reproduces the extension in space of the spot, it gives the wrong sequence of colours. The right column adds the possibility of below-surface reflection, and in this case the colour sequence as well as the extension in space are correct. Angle of incidence: α; Numerical aperture: NA; Bragg reflection bandwidth: Δλ; Radius of reflection surface: R refl ; Wavelength for reflection of type ii: λ ii . The Geogebra simulation can be accessed by the weblink https://ggbm.at/NceyNemH. presented a detailed analysis, supported by computer simulations, of the four most prominent spots. One of these represents the direct back reflection, occurring as a single spot at the centre of every illuminated shell. The diameter of this spot (assuming complete shell illumination) depends on the shell diameter, the cone angle of the microscope used for observation, and the bandwidth of selective reflection, which in turn depends on the pitch of the cholesteric helix and the birefringence. For typical values, matching the systems experimentally investigated in this work, we find that the diameter of this central spot is slightly below 20% of the shell diameter.
We explain the rainbow-like spatial colour variations that are often found in the type ii TIR-mediated reflection spots as a combined result of the non-zero spread of incidence angles α and imaging angles β and the occurrence of sub-surface reflections, at some small distance into the shell. We analyse one previously unreported spot in full detail, concluding that this arises from three-shell communication, where for instance a central shell A is illuminated such that light is sent slightly downwards to an adjacent B shell, at an angle that leads to a subsequent reflection in its B shell neighbour, which then reflects the light back up to the observer. Due to the large angles between the cholesteric helix and light paths in this communication mode, the wavelength of this mode is short and the spots appear blue for a cholesteric that reflects red at normal incidence. . The angles of reflection (Bragg angles) within the path vary between 48°and 54°, corresponding to wavelengths 414 nm < λ < 472 nm, i.e. in the blueviolet range, requiring a large but reasonable bandwidth Δλ % 60 nm. The Geogebra simulation can be accessed by the weblink https://www.geogebra.org/m/cEsDHWfH.
